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ATN's return to delivery (training) has been challenging in many
ways. To start, so many questions needed to be answered: Do
we need smaller class sizes? Do we need larger classrooms?
Do we have the capability of keeping trainees socially distanced
per the CDC guidelines? How should materials and equipment
be sanitized? And the list of questions continued.
ATN strategically and methodically prepared for the challenges
ahead, just as we always do with any task that needs to be
accomplished. There was a realization that no single answer or
“one size fits all” mentality would work for every circumstance
while keeping in mind that the guidelines were a hard line that
could not be crossed. ATN prides itself on the team concept in
the truest form of its meaning; therefore, a Return to Delivery
Committee was established to brainstorm and develop a plan to
ensure both the safety of ATN personnel and of every company
we contact would be held in the highest regard.
Training onsite with clients took on a mindset that most have
become accustomed to, “The New Normal.” This is understood
and agreed upon at the time of the contract agreement, with an Addendum to the Standard
Contract signed by all clients. ATN personnel must understand the COVID-19 Protocols for both
ATN and the client and then adhere to the most stringent of the two (either ATN’s, the client’s, or
even a combination of both). Included in this approach are the following items, minimally:
Discussing the COVID-19 Protocols at the onset of each class, such as PPE, proper
seating arrangements, sanitization, control of traffic flow, and any other item deemed
essential to ensure a healthy training environment.
Facial coverings have been a requirement for all personnel in the training room, including
instructors.
A minimum of six feet of social distancing is established between all trainees and ATN
Instructors.
When feasible, electronic means of completing required paperwork such as sign-in sheets
and course evaluations are implemented. When hard copies are used to sign-in hand
sanitizer is provided for all trainees to utilize following the sign-in. When ATN instructors
distribute materials, hand sanitizer is used before and after or gloves will be worn or a
combination of both.
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It’s been said that “leaders are made, not born,”
but yet there are some companies that are
quicker to adopt an innovation than taking the
long route of talent development. For those that
take the long route - the benefits are being
reflected by their success. ATN offers valuable
leadership training and has witnessed the truth
behind that "saying" time and time again. ATN
has been privileged to work alongside clients on
their journey to develop strong leaders and
secure future growth by investing in their
people. We hear testimonies of better employee retention, loyalty, and engagement,
leading to better decisions and increasing productivity, which directly affects your
bottom line.
For information on how your company can benefit from ATN Leadership
Management & Development (LMD) Training or how we can develop customized
LMD training for your company, please contact us at lmdteam@atn.org.
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